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a discussion of the development of the Geiger counter 

as applied to cosmic rays is given. The development of coin

cidence selecting circuits is particularly empnasised and 

various types of circuits a.re described in detail. 

Ex.periments dealing with the coincidences observed be

tw•en three counters s epa::rated by oonsid:erable thiokneaaeG of 

lead are shown to off er evidence that such coincidences are 

for the most part caused by the passage of single particles 

in straight lines through the counters and the inter·vening 

lead. Perhaps lOJ'o of the coincidences arise from secondary 

particles operating at least one of the counters. 

Several types of shower experiment are describeu and an 

analysis of the curves obtained is made. '..l.
1his leads to an 

estimate of the rates of absorption of the shower producing 

radiation and the shower particles. Further experiments give 

information as to the nature of this radiation and of the 

showers themselves. 

Ex.periments on the variation of the showers with altitude 

and latitude are also describeo. ~'hese sho~ that although the 

showers are so.fter than the general radiation tlley suiTei· a 

smaller latitude effect. 
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(I) 
In the year 1928 Geiger and Muller first reported a new, 

more sensitive detector of' ionising radiation. ~his was an 

adaptation of the Geiger point counter, and, for obvious 

reasons was called the tube counter. The tube counter was 

more sensitive than the o1d point counter because of its much 

larger sensitive volume, and this meant that the new counter 

could be used to detect the cosmic radiation. 

I.n the .first work with the nn counter the passage of 

radiation through the counter was evidenced by connecting the 

counter to a source of high potential. and then detecting the 

current that occurred as a consequence or the pErnsage of e.n 

ionising particle by noting the kick of some sort of electro-

meter connected in the circuit. For quantitative work these 

kicks were recorded photographically on a moving film and 

hence the number of particles that passed through the counter 

in a given time could be .found. Using this procedure Geiger 
(1) 

and Muller found that the counting rate of their counter when 

l 

responding only to the natural x•adiation present in a room was 

indeed decreased when a shiel.d of 60 ems. of iron was put abo-.e 

the counter. 
tz> 

Bothe and K.olhorster then devised a means o.f using the 

counter to detect the presence of very penetx·ating partial.es 

in the cosmic radiation. To do this they set up two counters 

in a vertical plane and recorded the kicks from the counters 
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side by side on the moving film. By inspection or the r1im 

they found how often coincident discharges had occurred. ~he 

frequency of these coincidences was far too large to be 

accounted for by chance alone and hence they concluded tbat 

single ionising particles were passing through the two counters. 

B.y putting blocks of lead and gold between the tv10 counters 

they found a decrease in the rate of coincidences and hence 

they were able to measure the absorption of the penetrating 

particles. The rate of absorption was found to be of the 

same order of magnitude as that of the total cosmic radiation 

as measured by lowering an electroscope into water. 

Shortly after this time a number of vacuum tube circuits 

were developed to record the pulses from Geiger counters and 

particularly to record the coincident impulses from two or 

more counters. The most important circuit is undoubtedl.y that 
{~) 

due to Rossi and today I think it safe to say that everyone 

who uses counters is also using Rossi's method to detect co

incidences. In 1933 Rossi~~ublished the first extensive paper 

containing results of coincidence measurements. lie used three 

counters and thus was able to reduce his accidental coincid-

ences so low as to be able to detect very small effects. 1nus 

he was able to show that coincidences could be obtained men 

as much as a meter of lead was between his counters. lie also 

found that groups of particles on widely divergent paths 

occurred beneath thin plates of lead and iron. 

This paper attracted a great deal of attention and many 
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experimenters began using Geiger counters in cosmic ray invest

igations. The method of coincidences obviously offers many 

advantages in fields that are difficult or impossible for the 

electroscope. For example the counters can be so arranged as 

to respond only to those rays that come rrom a given directio~. 

Then too the whole field of shower phenomena and secondary 

particles in general can be easily investigated with counters. 

Recently eounters have been used with the eloud chamber to 

make the operation automatic and thus to help greatly in the 

accumulation of data. 

An important disadvantage of the coincidence method is 

that in most cases the number of coincidences recorded per 

hour is of the order of a few tens and hence because of sta

tistical fluctuations readings must be taken for many hours 

to get a small probable error. If it be assumed that the 

probable error is the reciprocal of the square root of the 

number of counts recorded then 10,000 counts are needed for 

1% accuracy. This requires that the counters and the electri

ca1 circuits keep constant over long periods of time. Another 

disadvantage is in the counters themselves. At least with our 

present techniques the rate at which the counter registers is 

dependent on the voltage on the counter and the constants of 

the associated electrical circuit as well as the number of 

ionising particles present. This means that it is difficult 

for the counter methods to give accurate quantitative results 

for measurements of such quantities as the number of ionising 
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particles passing through the counter in unit time. liowever, 

provided that experiments are devised that compare counting 

rates with different arrangements of matter near the counters 

then clearly it will be possible to give the effect of the new 

arrangement as a percentage change from tbe first arrangement. 

This percentage will be genuine provided that there is no 

change in the efficiency of the counters during the experiment. 

To test this point the countiug rate w1 tll the .r 11·st expe1·1-

mental set up should be checked at the end of the experiment. 

Still another factor leading to errors with coineideno~ 

exper1ments is the presence ot a ut>a.ckground0 count Clue to 

acci.dental or chance coincidences. i1he number of these will 

depend on the counting rates of the individual counters and 

so may change with the changing conditions of the experiment. 

lb.e only satisfactory way of eliminating this error is that of 

removing the cause as far as possible. This can be done by 

improving the coincidence selecting circuit or by increasing 

the number of counters. If the accidental coincidences are a 

small fraction of the real coincidences then they may be 

neglected. 

The above considerations indicate that care must be 

taken in interpreting the results of coincidence experiments 

and perhaps they help to explain why so many apparently eon

f'l:f eting results are published. 



When Geiger first gave instructions for the construction 

of the tube counter be was careful to insist that tbe central 

wire was the most important pac·t o:f the cuwite1·. 'l'he tube 

could be of any kind of metal but the central wire should be 

of iron with a carefully prepared oxide film. 'l'he purpose of 

the oxide coat was to prevent the 1nc1pie.ut d1sclu1.t·ge i"rom 
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becoming a stable arc and also to extinguish the discharge. 

Clearly since the field strength is a maximum at the surface 

of the wire, it is necessary that this surface be as smooth as 

possible. 

It was soon found that at least with the vacuum tube 

circuits used for registering counter impulses the semi-insul

ating oxide film was unnecessary as the circuit itself limited. 

and extinguished the discharge. lioYfever, apart from this tact 

each worker tended to develop his own formula ~or the construe-

tion of his counters, and indeed liummel in Germany was moved 

to sum the situation with: 11 To make good counters one must 

not onl.y read all the literature and spend a few months e.xpor-

imenting, but also be born lucky and have a lucky godf'ather 11
• 

The £irst serious e££ort to determine what makes a good 

counter came :from Curtis(S)in Washington. lie tried a great many 

dif£erent wires and cylinders and concluded that the .surfa.oe 

of the cylinder rather than the wire was the critical surf ace. 
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The first counters made here at the institute were of brass as 

was the common European custom. However these would not count 

except by using an artifice recommended by Curtis. This 

consisted in coating the surface of the cylinder with soot. 

~he counters were still not very satisfactory. Copper cylind

ers were then tried and good counters were finally made. In 

agreement with Curtis it was found that the wire was not 

critical. Central wires of copper chromel and tungsten all 

worked without any special treatment, and there is no reason 

to believe that this list exhausts the possible wires. 'i'ne 

diameter of the wire affects the operating voltage slightly 

but is not critical. There is some evidence that counters 

made with larger wires, 20 mils and th1cker, have a longer 

plateau on the count versus voltage curve. '.£he inside surface 

of the cylinder is made as smooth as possible. 'l'he cylinder 

is then heated to remove traces o.f g.t·ease and to leave a thin 

oxide coat on the surf ace. If the counter is now assembled 

there is a fair chance that a good counter will result. 

hecent1y however, it has been .found that treating the assemb

led counter with dilute nitric acid and then washing with dis

tilled water and immediately evacuating will almost certainly 

guarantee a good counter. 

To fill the counter clean dry air at something over 

5 ems. pressure is usually used. If a mixture of air and 

argon is used the operating voltage will be considerably 

lowered. Strangely enough pure argon is not satisfactory, 
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there must be at least 20% air in the mixture be.fore the coun

ter will be sensitive. 

At first the counters were not sealed in glass but ln.erely 

closed with hard rubber plugs. These of course leaked slowly 

and hence were kept on a constant pressure system. ln spite 

of this constant leak of fresh air these counters worked well 

ror many months. 

The present counters are of one inch external diameter 

hard drawn copper tubing about 1.5 mm. thick and 14 oms. long. 

They are sealed in glass with 20 mil tungsten for the central 

wire. 



rrr. OP E.:liA'l1 ION OF 1£hE COUNT Eh 

As previously stated, the first counters were used by 

connecting a. suitable source of high potential to the counter 

and detecting the pulses of current that occurred when an 

ionising particle passed through the counter by some sort or 
electrometer. By this means it was established that if one 

plotted a curve of counting rate as a :function of counter 

voltage, one found that below a certain threshold voltage no 

counts were registered. A few volts above the threshold the 

rate had increased rapidly to a certain value.. For the next 

hundred or more volts the curve was nearly horizontal. 

8 

A further increase 1n voltage caused a rap1d increase in 

counting rate, until finally the counter broke down and a glow 

discharge occurred. The flat part of this curve, the 11 platea.u11
, 

was taken as being the true counting rate for the counter. 

A more convenient way of recording counter pulses is to 

use a vacuum tube circuit, (Fig. l), and then to take the 

amplified pulBe and uae it to operate any eort of electrical 

device desired. It is perhaps worth noting that with this 

circuit a grid swing of about 10 volts will be obtained at the 

first tube. This is ample to give a good output without any 

special precautions in the construction of the amplifier. 

With such a circuit the counts versus voltage curve is as 

described above, however, if curves are plotted using the 

resistance R as parameter, it will be found that the lower the 

value of R the shorter the plateau, and the greater the 



counting rate for a given voltage. If one listens to these 

rapid counts with a loudspeaker it is apparent that they come 

in bursts, that is, one count seems to give rise to others 

which gradually become fainter. 

Gei..se"' e<>•mter c ' 2. 7 I o:tr>1 
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Fig. l 

'l'he operation of the counter may be deacribed qualita-

tively as follows. When the field in the counter is su..tfi

ciently high the ions released by the passage of an ionising 

particle move to the walls and wire with eu.ffioient energy to 

cause cumulative ionisation. In a very short time there are 

sufficient ions present to support a large flow oX current , 

and 1 if the voltage across the counter were maintained at its 

original value a stable discharge would set in. The existence 

of this discharge can be readily demonstrated experimentally. 

It turns out that it is of the constant voltage type with a 

voltage about equal to the threshold voltage of the counter. 
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The discharge is stable when a current of a very few microa.mps 

is f'J.owing. For a practical counting circuit it is cl.ear that 

some means must be used to prevent the discharge current from 

becoming too large and to extinguish it in the shortest 

possible time. It is easy to see how this is accomplished 

with the circuit shown in Figure 1. As the counter draws 

current from the high tension supply the condenser C becomes 

charged. In a short time C has reached a high enough potent

ial to lower the voltage across the counter to the threshold 

value. The resistence R is so high that insufficient current 

to maintain the counter discharge can :fl.ow through it. Hence 

the discharge must stop and C at once begins to discharge 

through R. When this is complete the counter is ready to 

receive another particle. Usual values for R and 0 are 10
9 

-ll ohms and 5.x.10 farads. 

Consider the effect of gradually increasing the voltage 

across the counter. Nothing will happen until the threshold 

voltage is reached. This presumably is the 1101.tage at which 

cumulative ionisation sets 1n. It will depend on the kind or 
gas present and the gas pressure, It will also vary with the 

physical dimensions of the counter because of the necessity of 

having a certain field strength. ~he field strength at the 

surface of the wire is clearly a maximum and is given by the 

expression: wh.ere v is the 

potential across the counter and ri and r~ are the radii of 

the wire and cylinder respectively. In a practical case r~r1 
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will be about 50 so that it is easy to see that to maintain 

the field strength at the surface of the wire constant the 

potential applied to the counter must vary nearly as the radius 

o:f the wire. Although no accurate experimental data on this 

question is available there is no doubt that the threshold 

voltage of the counter does not show any such dependence upon 

tbe racl1us o.r the wlre. Th.is means that the threshol.d vol.tage 

must be determined by the average or perhaps the minimum :field 

rather than the maximum. 

Aa the counter voltage is increased the counting rate 

shows a rapid increase. This first increase is due to the fact 

that at fiLrst the impulses are not large enough to operate the 

amplifier but the c.hange of a few volts in the operating poten

tial is sufficient to make all the pulses register. Another 

cause for an increase is that at the higher voltage a larger 

percentage of the counter volume is sensitive. vbvious.ly when 

both these effects are completed the counting rate should re

main constant with a further increase of voltage. '..I.his is the 

case until the voltage becomes so high that the current which 

can flow through h becomes almost enough to maintain the dis

charge, and hence to cause an instability after each pulse. 

Such instability can also arise from too high field strerigths 

at small irregularities on the surface of the wire. 

'.1.nis description of the operation of the count er is ne

cessarily incomplete. li'or example nothing has been said about 

the reason for a smooth surf ace on the cylinder or for using a 

mixture of air and argon rather than pure argon. 
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L\f. COINCIDENCE CirtCUl'I'S 

To record coincident discharges of two or more Geiger 

counters it is necessary to do two things. Pirst, the counter 

pulses must all be made the same size and shape~ and second~ 

an electrical counting circuit must be devised that will recog

nize the arrival of simultaneous pulses. The reason tor the 

second criterion is obvious, however the first is just as 

important. If for example the pulses varied in magnitude, then 

a pulse of twice the average size would be mistaken ror a 

coincidence. Again, if some ot the pulses were longer than 

others then two long pulses occurring a time interval apart 

equal to their length would ne registered as a coincidence. 

The value of a coincidence circuit will depend on two 

further criteria. First, the resolving time of the circuit 

and second, the ability or tl~e circuit to register all the co

indences. By resolving time of the circuit is meant the maxi

mum time by which two impulses may be separated and still be 

recorded as a coincidence. If a circuit is to be of any value 

this time must be at least as short as the original pulse and 

preferably some means should be taken to shorten it still 

f'u'I'ther. rrhe re.solving time of' a. double coincidence circuit 

may be found experimentally by connecting two counters to the 

cireui t while the counters are separated as far a.s possible in 

a horizontal plane. The coincidences then observed will depend 

only on the resolving time of the circuit ana the individual 
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counting rates of the two counters. according to the theory 

of probability the co:i..nctdence -rete ts given by: 2 llJlN~t 

where N1 and N2 are the individual counting rates and t is 

the resolving time. In any experiment involving double co

incidences this number should obviously be subtracted from 

the observed number of coincidences to give the true number of 

coincidences due to the radiation passing simultaneously through 

the counters. The second criterion is important because for 

the above reason the output pulse must be very short and hence 

any small variation in this pulse may mean that the adding part 

of the circuit may fail to recognize the occurrence of a co

incidence. As the efficiency of the circuit is increased by 

decreasing the resolving time, this second trouble becomes in

creasingly apparent. 

~he first coincidence selecting device was due to Bothe 

and Kolhorster~) Their method was to record the pulses on a 

moving film and then by visual inspection to determine how 

many coincidences had occurred. ihis is laborious and expen

sl ve and almost out or the question ror any extended observa

tions. 'l'here is also the trouble that the resolving time is 

excessively long unless the film is moving very rapidly. 

'l'he next su.gg estlon WC:ts to use a vacuwn tu.bia w.i. th tvm 

grids. Impulses from the two counters would be fed on to 

these grids but no great change in the plate current could 

occur unless the two grids received simultaneous pulses. 'l'h.ia 

method is fairly satisfactory but it is difficult to extend it 



to triple co incidence recording without undue complications. 

Another di.ff'iculty is that the two grids are not symmetr~cal 

in their action and a large pulse on the most sensitive grid 

may be recorded as a coincidence. 
(6) 

Hwnmel then published a circuit Vlibich appeared very ingen-

ious. His method was to connect the two counters in series in 

such a way that there was insufficient voltsge on one counter 

unless the other counter was receiving a.n. impulse. .l:ience the 

f'irst counter registered only the coincidences. 1l1his circuit 

was tried by the writex· but was f'ound to be impracticable. 

l o -· i{3) 1 d In ~30 rtoss , n a short note in Nature, presente the 

circuit shown below (Fig. 2). 'lhis circuit operates as .follows • 

H'.'f. 

+ 

Fig. 2 

.. 

t 
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+ 

Ari impulse from any counter causes the grid of the correspond-

ing vacuum tube to go negative for an instant. Hence the 

plate current in this tube drops almost to zero. 'l'his decrease 

in the total plate current causes a similar change in the 
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potential across the output resistance. The following tube is 

so biassed that no current flows unless the grid is given an 

impulse equal to the total drop in potential across the output 

resistance. This can only occur when all the cowiters receive 

simultaneous impulses. 

:r.u this, its o.r;·igii:rn.1 .to.L·:w, the cii·cu.1.l, is not yet eu

tirely satisfactory. For example, if it is to be used with 

three or more counters then it is clear that unless the bias 

comll tio.us on the output tuue a1:e v e1·;:; cw.•tt.fully !:idj ust~u tlle1: e 

is a danger that a coincidence between all the counters but one 

will be recorded as a real coincidence. 4.llother difficulty 

lies in the fact that the Geiger cow1ter does not produce 

pulses of regular size, and hence a small pulse may not com

pletely cut off the plate current in the first vacuum tube. 

Under these conditions s. 1·eal coincidence wil.l not be regis

tered. 

In an effort to avoid these troubles a coincidence 

recording circuit was devised that us ea the characteristic of 

the thyratron type of tube. These tubes contain mercury vapor 

and a suitable pulse on the grid will cause an arc to form 

inside the tube. 'i'he current that flows depends only on th~ 

characteristics of the external circuit and once the arc has 

started the grid loses all control. It is clear that if a 

thyratron is triggered off by the pulse from a Geiger counter 

the current that flows in the thyratron circuit will be inde

pendent of the size of the counter pulse provided only that 
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this exceeds a certain minimum. If now these current pulses 

of fixed magnitude are collected and sent down a common resis-

tance, then the voltage drop across this resistance will be 

strictly proportional to the number of counter pulses that 

occur simultaneously. This voltage drop is applied to the grid 

of another thyratron, and again the trigger action of the thyra-

tron assures that no current shal.l .t:'low until tne voltage 

exceeds a certain predetermined maximum. inis output current 

is made to operate a mechanical counter. The complete circuit 

is sl!.uwn in Figure ;:;. 

This circuit was found to be more successful than 11.ossi 's, 

but had several disa.dvantages. In the first place, from a 

praotioal point of view, it wae expeneive to build becau5e of 

the number of thyratrons required. ~his trouble was partially 

removed with the appearance of the argon filled tubes on the 

market. Another difficulty is that the current in the thyra-

trons must be interrupted in some way to restore them to a sen

sitive condition. 1.rhis can be done with a relay as shown in 

Figure 3 or by means of the circuit of Figure 4. rr a relay 

is used the resolving time of the circuit depends on the time 

taken for the relay to open, and also the circuit is dead for 

the time that the relay remains open. By building a relay of 

the moving coil type it was found possible to reduce the 

-3 resolving time to about 10 seconds. '.1.'he relay was probably 

open for a longer time than this but Vii th counters counting at 

a rate of less than 100 per minute the probability of two 

counts within say 1/100 second of each other is very small and 
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hence the counts lost should be correspondingly small. r¥1 th 

the method of Figure 4 Lhe1•e are no moving mechan1oal. parts to 

cause trouble SIHi th~ resolving time depends on the electrical 

constants of the circuit. This circuit operates as follows. 

when the thyratron bee.omes conducting the condenser C dis

charges through the tube. This means that the current in the 

tube decreases exponentially to a minimum fixed by R. It h is 

large enough this minimt.Un will be too small to maintain the 

arc and hence it the grid is again negative the current will 

stop and the grid regain control. C immediately begins to re

charge, and in a time determined by the product RC the tube is 

ready to receive another impulse. i1his circuit was found to 

be more satisfe.ctory than that using the relay and a resolving 

time about onA f'ifth of the orjginal value was obtained .. 

Although at first sight it appears easy to extend this 

circuit to record coincidences between any number or counters, 

a closer investigation shows that even with three counters the 

greatest possible voltage diff'erence across the output resis

tance between a double and a triple coincidence is only lOfa of 

the line voltage. 4ltbough this is not too small to register 

on the output thyr•atron it is getting near the limits of 

reliable operation, and a ve1·y slight change in the shape of 

one of the pulses will cause a coincidence to be missed. 

Because of this the circuit of Figure 4 is not reliable for 

triple coincidences and the relay must be used. However this 

is not a serious difficulty because with triple coincidences 

the number of accidental coincidences is very small. 
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~i thin the last few years several new types of vacuum 

tube have appeared on the market and, as first pointed out by 

Johnsonl
7
)and his co-workers at the Franklin Institute, tubes 

are now available to make the Rossi circuit much more satis-

factory. This am.ended hossi circuit is now used here (Fig. 5). 

'lbe pentode tubes used. in the first stage are the essential 

difference between this and the original circuit. If the 

plate current in these tubes is plotted against the grid voit-

age it will be found that the current cuts off very sharply 

when the grid is about 4 volts negative. In the counter cir

cuit the counter pulses are always larger than this and hence 

every pulse completely stops the plate current. ' .. the pentodes 

possess another advantage that is best illustrated by an 

aotuai example. In this case triple coincidences were being 

recorded, and about 120 volts plate supply was used. when no 

pulses were present the voltage across the output resistanoe 

was about 100 volts. If s s..ingle pulse occurred it would be 

expected that this voltage would change to about 2/S of its 

original value. Actually a change of a.bout 1 volt occurred. 

1J.'he explanation is th.at under these OO·nditions the pentode acts 

as a constant voltage device and as cu.r·rent stops in one tube 

and the voltage across the other tubes begins to rise these 

take more current and keep the resultant current about constant. 

·.vhen two tubes stopped drawing current the. change in output 

voltage was still only about 10 volts. When all three stopped 

the che.nge was of' course l.00 volts. 1l 1his dsmonst:rr..tes clearly 
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the fact that the pentode tubes give a circuit with which 

thore is no doubt aa to the occurrence 0£ a coincidence. 
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To record the coincidences an argon type thyratron is 

used. In the plate circuit is a telegraph relay that operates 

a CencQ impulse counter. With this arrangement about 1.000 

random impulses per minute can be counted with the telegraph 

relay the limiting factor. It will be noted that the current 

for the Cenco counter is taken from the plate supply so that 

the circuit is readily adapted to a portable form. 

with this circuit the resolving time depends upon the 

lsngth of the pulse from the Geiger counter itself. This, in 

general will be somewhat longer than desireable. To remedy 

this detect a three stage resistance coupled amplifier can be 

used with each counter. By choosing suitable values for the 

coupling capacities and resistances, it is possible to shorten 

the output pulse by any desired amount. '11hree stages are 

necessary to give an output pulse in the right direction. 

This modification of the hossi circuit has the advantages 

of simp11city, accuracy, versatility, (Johnson reports that as 

many as ten counters could be used if desired), and, with the 

three stage amplifier, of a resolving time as low as desired. 

There is no doubt that this method or recording co1nc1dences 

is the most satisfactory yet devised. 
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COSMIC hAY lNVESTIGATlOr~s 
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The Geiger counter naturally lends itself to the investi

gation of several different types of problem. 'l'bese may be 

listed as follows. 

\a) Directional effects. 

when two or more counters are arranged with their 

axes parallel and with no great amount of material between 

them, the coincident discharges of these counters must be due 

to the passage of a single ionising particle through the set or 

counters. such a counter train responds only to rays from a 

certain solid angle and hence can be used to investigate the 

distribution in direction of the corpuscular part of the cosmic 

radiation. 

{b) The properties of the penetrating particles associated 

with the cosmic radiation. 

lf a counter train is set up with a large amount of 

material between the counters coincidences are still observed. 

It will be shown that the evidence is in favor of most of 

these coincidences being caused by the passage of a single 

particle through the counters and the intervening matter. 

(a) The cosmic ray showers. 

If three counters are set at the. corners of a tri

angle beneath a thin plate of lead or other heavy material 

eoinc.idences e.re observed. 1l1hese in gi<mAra1 must be due to 
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at least three separate ionising particles emerging from some 

point in the lead and travelling on widely divergent paths. 

(d) 11he automatic cloud chamber. 

Coincident discharges of two or more counters are 

ma.de to operate a cloud c.ha..rnber near the counters. 

(e) The geographical distribution. 

Besides these specialised .fields the Geiger counter 

may also be used in much the same way as the electroscope to 

investigate such matters as the geographical distribution of 

the radiation. For this type of problem the counters are put 

as close together as possible so that rays from as large a 

solid angle as possi'ble will register. lt might be noted in 

passing that the counter is not as convenient as the electro

scope because of the greater complexity of its electrical 

circuits and because of the temperamental nature of the 

Geiger counter itself. 



VI. AN EX.PEH.1.:tVJ.El.'ti' V.11'.tl A CUSMIC 

rtAY TELESCOr E 
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Uirectional counter trains have been used to measure the 

intensity of the radiation at different angles with the 

vertical and in this way the east west asymmetry was discovered 

and investigated, but as yet no experiments have been reported 

that attempt to detect differences in the intensity of the 

radiation coming from the direction of any of the heavenly 

bodies. In the early part of 1933 the writer and B. o. Sparks 

attempted to compare the radiation coming from the direction 

of the sum with that in its vicinity but it was soon apparent 

that with the equipment then available the task was impossible. 

when the countors were separated sufficiently to snbtand a 

solid angle comparable to that of the sun, the number of 

coincidences was so sn1all a.s to be indistinguishable from the 

background of chance coincidences.. 'l'he only way in which this 

experiment could succeed, would be to use counters much larger 

than those ordinarily found. In this case it would also be 

necessary to use four counters to decrease the accidental 

counts. 

Another attempt to measure the effect of an ext1•a. terres

tial body on the radiation was made in 1935. '.l:his time 

measurements were made on a region near the constellation of 

Cygnus. According to the astronomers the region is occupied 

by a large mass of obscuring matter several degrees in extent, 



and hence it would be expected that if the corpuscular part 

of the radiation travelled in a straight line or if the 

corpuscles observed at the surface of the earth were second

aries from incoming pnotons that were emitted in nearly the 

same dir·ection as the primary, then a counter tr a.in directed. 

at this region woula. register fewer coincidences tnan if~ tne 

train was directed at a point near the region. 

'l'o test this point a small polar axis was built V\li. th a 

synchronous motor· drive. A time switch was provided to start 

w1d stup the motor·. 'l'he coanters were mounted on an axis that 

could be set in declination. 'l'he dist a.nee between the counters 

was such that they subtended a solid angle of 5 by 15 degrees 

and the long axis of trie counters was so oriented as to be 

parallel to tne long a.xis of the obscuring matter. nuns were 

taken for eight hours, four hours each side of the meridian. 

1l:hese WGre a.lterrm. b~ly directed at the center of' the region 

and at points having tne same declination but dif'f ering by at 

least two hours in rignt ascension. l'he resuJ.t oi' a. series 

lasting over about six weeKs vva.s that within the limits of 

error, about 510, the rate on the region was tne same as tnat 

outside of the region. '.i'here was also some slight evidence 

that the intensity two hours east of tne region was less than 

that from the region. 

'l'o increase the accuracy of t11is experiment it is neces

sary to have more counts. 'l'his could be done in three ways: 

'l'i"1e counters could be made larger, the experiment could ·be 



performed at a high altitude, and the experiment could be 

carried on for a longer time. This last remedy is not very 

satisfactory in itself alone because of loss of sensitivity 

of the counters and troubles in the electrical circuit that 
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are bound to develop after some time of continuous operation, 

but in connection with the other two remedies it is believed 

that it is quite feasible to get an accuracy of better than 1%. 

However if solid angles much smaller than the above are used it 

will be a long and tedious matter to measure the absorption 

with any such accuracy. 
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PA.1:1.'.l: OF 'l'HE n.ALJ.LA'l'ION. 

After the original experiments of ~othe and ~olhorster had 

shown the existence of radiation that could cause coincidences 

between counters placed above and below thick plates of matter, 
' ~4) 
hossi in 1933 reported at some length on a series of experimemts 

that are of prime importance in a study of this phase of the 

subject. Three counters were set up so that coincidences could 

be observed with 25 ems. of lead between the counters and with 

101 ems. of lead between. The incoming radiation was first 

filtered through 7 ems. of lead. He found that real coincid

ences were indeed observed with the 101 ems. of lead between 

the counters and furthermore~ that the decrease in the number 

of coincidences in going from 25 ems. to 101 ems. of lead about 

corresponded to the decrease in ionisation as measured with an 

electroscope that was placed beneath a corresponding mass of 

water. •ro insure that the coincidences were real coincidences 

he moved the top counter out of the geometrical beam and found 

that the number of coincidences dropped to the calculated 

accidental coincidences. 'lhis result was believed to prove 

that the coincidences were caused by single ionising particles 

that passed in a straight line through the lead. From the 

fact that these particles were absorbed a.t .·about the same rate 

as the penetrating part of the cos.mic radiation 11.ossi con-

eluded that this part of the radiation consisted of high energy 
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charged particles. 

Since this conclusion is rather at variance with pre

conceived notions of the character and properties ot' such 

high energy radiation, it is of interest to see whether any 

alternative explanations of this result are tenable. 

In nossi's experiment the stack of lead between the 

cow1ters llacl a CI'OS a section about equal to that of' the 

counters. Around each counter there was a lead shield 

several centimeters thick. Under these conditions it is 

clear that the coincidences could be caused by the passage 

of some radiation outside the lead stack. 1his radiation 

could produce secondaries in each lead shield and these 

secondaries could operate the counters to register a coincid

ence. If this process actually occurred then the number of' 

coincidences observed would depend upon the cross section of 

the lead between the counters. To test this point three count

ers were set up with 66 ems. of lead between. the cross sect

ion of this lead could be made either 5.x.20 ems. or 20.x.20 ems. 

Readings were taken over 24 hour periods with the lead column 

alternately of these two cross sections. Over a total time of 

256 hours no difference between the counting rates could be 

observed. This result means that the coincidences are caused 

by something that passes through the lead between the cow1ters, 

and furthermore, this radiation must pass almost in a straight 

line through the lead. 



The next question that arises is the following; are all 

of the coincidences caused by the passage of the same particle 

through the three counters? Secondary particles could cause 

coincidences in two ways. The secondaries may be released 

immediately above the counters and follow in the line of the 

primary through the counters, or the secondaries may make an 

appreciable angle with the path of the primary so that primaries 

that do not pass through the counters may still give rise to 

coincidences. A number of experiments have been performed that 

throw light on this last process. 

To a first approximation the experimental result that the 

number of coincidences is independent of the cross section of 

the lead between the counters shows that secondaries play a 

minor role. '.J.'he following experiments enable an estimate of 

their importance to be made. 

F1ig. 6 
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I'hree counters were arranged as shown in Figure 6. '..1.'he 

lead between the counters totalled 15 ems. and above the top 

counter was a lead plate 2. 5 ems. thick. 1..L'he number of coincid

ences per hour was obtained with the lead a-a 1 in the position 

shown. These two lead blocks were then removed and the rate 

measured again. 

hemoving the lead blocks decreased the rate about 7fo• ~t 

is easy to see that the extra coincidencAs caus0d by tha lead 

blocks must arise either from a. bending of a particle which 

has passed through the other two counters or from a secondary 

particle generated in the extra lead. From the geometry of the 

arrangement it follows that a deflection of a primary particle 

would have to be through a large angle and hence this procesa 

must be excluded as rare. 11his means that most of the extra 

coincidences are due to secondaries released in the extra lead 

and making a large angle with the path of the primary. There 

is no way of telling whether the primary has pas seCl through the 

first two counters or whether secondaries are released beside 

each counter to operate it. In any case one must conclude 

that such large angle secondaries are not the principal cause 

of the coincidences. 

1..1.'he next experiment was performed with the same arr·angement 

a.s l"igure 6 but with the extra lead blocks removed. ·1he count

ing rate was measured with and without the 2.5 cm. lead plate 

above the top counter. Lt was found that the lead plate above 

the top counter increased the counting rate about 5.5fa. 



ln terms of secondaries this result means that secondaries 

produced in the lead above the top counter operate the top 

counter while the primary goes on through the other counters 

or releases secondaries near these counters which operate them. 

It is clear that secondaries can be formed before the primary 

is near the end of its range, or else that the secondaries 

have sufficient energy to penetrate 15 ems. of lead. Later it 

will be shown that this is not very probable, and so these two 

experiments show conclusively that coincid.ences can be caused 

by secondaries released at 1ntervaJ.s along tl1e course o.f the 

primary, and making an appreciable angle with the direction of 

the primary. Again it must be stressed that coincidences 

caused in this way are comparatively infrequent. 

It might be asked why these experiments show the presence 

of secondaries while the first experiment did not. Probably the 

answer is that in the first experiment there was al'vrnys 5 ems. 

of lead above the counters and this was sufficient to absorb 

the secondaries that were.produced. 

1l'he most direct way of measuring the effect of secondari..es 

upon the coinc:Ldence rate is to move one of the counters just 

outside the geometrical bean;. defined by the other counters. 'l'his 

experimG>nt wes attempted b:; the writAr· but instl"nmental c'lJf.fi

culties prevented its successful conclusion. Since that time 

rtossita>hes published an account of a simila;r e.xperiemnt. he 

sAt up thrAA counters separated by 90 ems. of lead. '.i.'he middle 

counter could be moved laterally 3 ems., just enough to put it 



out of the geometrical beam. he found that moving this count-

er changed the countins rate from 1.92 per hour to 0.29 par 

hour. 1l'he accidental coincidences per hour were about o. 01 and 

so could be neglected. l'his result means that about 1510 of the 

coincidences between counters separated by 90 ems. of lead are 

due to secondaries making an appreciable angle with the path 

of the primary radiation. Alternately one could say with hossi 

that the 15;., are due to a clight def'leotion of' the primary 

particle but it is believed that the experiments of Figure 6 

show definitely that secondary particles ere present and there 

is no reason to doubt that these secondaries o.ro juot o.o oig-

nificant in this experiment. 

another experiment by the writer shows that the second.arJ7 

particles whose presence is proven above, are not able to pen-

etrate more than two or three centimeters of lead. For this 

experiment t.he counters were arranged as shown in .F'igure 7, 

with 36 ems. of lead between the counters a11d a 2. 5 cm. lead 

pla.te above topmost counter. It will be noted that the 

difference between the two parts to this experirnent lies in 

t..l.1.e a.rrl-!ugement of' the lead eu:·ound the bottom counter·. .i.n par·t 

(a) the lead plate above the top counter increased the count

ing rate 9/u with a probable error of about 2/<>• ..1..n part lb) 

no i.rn;;..i;·eti::St7 could b~ obser'ved within the limitis of' error, 

about 5/o. 'l'his experiment is interpreted as follows. 
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(a) ( b) 

Fig. 7 

:r.n pa.rt (a) secondaries generateu in thf:l tu.v lettd plaLe 

operate the two top counters while the primary continues 

through, or more probably near, the bottom counter. Occasion

ally the primary generates a secondary in the lead a small 

distance above the bottom counter and this secondary passes 

through the bottom counter and registers a coincidence. In 

part \b) second"-l"ies generated near this counter hy a prim

ary passing at some distance from it are not able to reach it 

because of the lead that closely surrounds .it. Hence the e.ffe<tt 

of the lead pl&te above the top counter must be greatly reduced. 

It would be expected that if the experimental results were 

more accurate it would be found that in part (b) the lead plate 
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would still have a slight effect on the counting rate. 

Froni this experiment one cs.rm.ot ss:y what the range of thlil 

secondary actually is, but it is possible to say that these 

secondary particles that make a large angle with the direction 

of the primary have a very sma.11 range as compared with the 

primary radiation. 

~11 of the above discussion refers to secondaries that 

make an appreciable angle with the path of the primary. lf 

the primary is itself e.n ionising particle there is no way of 

telling the presence of secondaries that follow in nearly the 

same path as the primary because these can produce no new coin

cidences. Un the other hand, if the primary is unionising 

then some primaries may pass through the top counter without 

being accompanied by an ionising secondary. Such primaries will 

not register coincidences. If now some heavy material is plac

ed. immediately above the top counter, t.l:le proba.bil1 ty that the 

primary will be accompanied by an ionising secondary when it 

passes through the top counter is greatly increased •. F'or this 

reason the pres er.J.Ce of leau l:::lbuv e the Lop cuwiter Bllould lead 

to an increase in the counting rate. '.L'o separate this effect 

from the increase due to secondaries making an appreciable 

angle vii th the primary, it is only necessary to make tho lead 

plate the same size as the geometrical beam. 'l'his has been done 

in the following experiment. 

'I'h e th:r•eo count eI'B wore arrang eo. in s vertical line with 

20 ems. of lead between. J\. lead bar 2.5 crn.s. wide and 3.0 ems. 



thick could be placed immedil'.ltely above the top counter. J.f' 

this lead introduced secondaries in the path of an wiionising 

primary then, as stated above, it would cause an increase in 

the counting rate. The results obtained were; 

Jvithout the lead above the top cowiter --- 4e7o counts in 

161.8 hours = 30.l t 0.43 

With the lead above the top counter 

158.5 hours = 30.9 ~ 0.44 

'.l:hus the effect, if any, is quite small. 

4886 counts in 

i'.his result means that the radiation that can penetrate 

20 ems. of lead is either an ionising radiation or that the 

primary unionising radiation is always accompanied by an ion

ising secondary. Because of the presence of the air and a con

sider·able thickness of' concrete i.n the roof of t.he butldtng 

this last statement is not unreasonable. 

There is thus no direct evidence as to the nature of the 

primary penetrating radiation. However, it can be asserted that 

this radiation for the most part penetrates lead without appreci

able deviation. Occasionally it gives rise to secondaries that 

deviate widel.y from the primary direction. .J..f the primary i:s 

unionising then at sea level it is always accompanied by a sec

ondary which will operate a counter that the primary passes 

through. 'l'he simpler hypothesis, that the primary is a very 

penetrating particle, is consistent with all the Geiger counter 

experiments. 



VIII. EXP EhIM~'l1S l.N 'iliE 

Slimv.Eh. PHENO.i1El'JA 
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t:>y ttie term "cosmio ray shower 0 is meant the simultaneous 

occurrence of a group of particles diverging from a small 

region. Although the showers were first discovered by Geiger 

counter experiments, some of their general characteristics are 

best shown by photographs taken with the counter controlled 

cloud chamber. Typical showers photographed with the Anderson 

cloud chamber are shown in the following pictures. The left 

hand section is the direct view, the other is a mirror image 

taken for stereoscopic purposes. Particles showing a counter 

clockwise rotation in the direct view have a positive charge. 

In all the pictures except the first there is a lead plate 

across the chamber. ~ne chamber is controlled by the coincid

ences between two Geiger counters placed immediately above 

and below the chamber. In most cases there is also a lead 

bar about an inch thick just above the top counter. 'l'here is 

no doubt that the expansions take place as soon after the 

passaµ;e of the particles as could be desired. 1his is so 

because the pictures taken with the counter control compare 

favorably with the best of those taken by the random method 

for sharpness of the tracks. 



J.i1 ig .. 8 

typical small shower. The two high energy particles 

occurred earliero ~ote the low energy p i presumably 

arising from photons absorbed in the w<::tlls or gas of the 

chamber. If the eld had not been present it is evident 

bhat the shower particles would have remained a fairly 

close bundle. 
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J:l'igo 9 

group over 80 parti es travelling st at right 

a.11gles to the plane of the chambere Obviously these must a-

rise from a number erent centers" '1'here are a few 

p es er e th e 

chrunber a..nd hence the shower must consist of par cles diverg-

ing widely as well as arising from a number of c ers" e 

energies of the particles range up to lO e-vo 



aris 

• 10 

abs 

photon the lead bare 'I'he sl;lower particles have a :much 

h er tha.n ln the av e shower. 1l'he total 

is out 2o5 x 109 
volts. '1'here are a few p 

ari from of e low energy photons 

seem to B..C the Rhowerse closi:i Action 

es 

of 

s photograph shows that the parti es actually diverge fr·o:m 

two c ers in the cult t.o see op es 

the top counter unless it is the particle that starts upward 

from the lead. 



Fig. 11 

An example of associated showers. Clearly more particles 

emerge from the lead bar than enter it. J£his new shower pro

duced by the absorption of photons in the lead maintalns the 

direct of the or shower. 
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A study of these and other photographs taken with the 

J..ndorson cloud chamber leade to the following conclusions re-

garding the showers. 

1 About 88% of the track pictures show single tracks which 

pass through the 1 om .. lead plo.to in moot oases without d.e-

flection or production of secondary particles. 

2 ln a general way, the greater the number of tracks in a 

shower the more rare the event. 

3 Even though shower•s are relatively rare, it is clear that 

they are responsible for a. much larger percentage of tr1e total 

ionisation than their number would indicate. 

4 Showers are caused by the absorption of photons. .Even the 

production of a pair by an electron passing through the lead ~s 

a very rare event. 

5 vvhen the origin of a shower is photographed, it is apparent 

that but for the magnetic field the particles would usually be 

quite closely coll-imated. 

6 A shower is nearly always accompanied by a spray of soft 

secondary photons. 

7 The particles ejected. from the main shower center will 

have energies of the order of 10~ electron volts. Particles 

arising from the absorption or the secondary photons Will 

have energies of the order of 10° electron volts. 

8 'lhe total energy as well as the number_ of particles in 

the showe.I.'S, v ar1 es 1J etweeri wide liml ts. ·J.t1.ere ls uo ouv lous 

relation between energy and number of particles. 
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Si ~hen one shower occurs there is a good chance of another 

occurring in its immediate vicinity p1•ovideci some heavy matter 

is present. in other words the shower photons appear to come 

in groups. Sometimes, as in Figure 10, these photons will be 

absorbed within a very short distance of each other and ti:ms 

give rise to showers diverging from. almost coincident centers. 

10 ;J.'he secondary shower photons are widely distributed in 

direction. 

'l'hese facts, deduced from the photographs, will give a 

better understanding of the experiments to be described below. 

The first type of shower experiment consists in arranging 

three counters below a plate of heavy material in such a way 

that at least two, and pref er ably three particles from any event 

in the material are needed for a coincidence to be registered. 

ine rate of coincidences as a function of the thickness of 

material :ts then .found. 'l'he curve thus obtained will be called 
{4) (9) 

a 11 shower curve11
• Typical curves by hossi, Funfer and the 

writer are shown in Figure 12. In nossi 1 s experiment only 

two particles were needed to register a coincidence. ~n 

fi'unf'er 1 s experiment three particles were needed for all ex-

capt the showers arising in a limited region of his lead, and 

in my case three particles were needed for all the coincidences. 

lt is interesting to note that in spite of these different con-

ditions, the curves obtained dif.fer essentiaJ.ly only in tile 

magnitude of the effects. Experimental arrangements will be 

described later that give quite different shower curves. 
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Fig. 12 

From the shape of these curves one can draw certain con-

clusions concerning the production of showers. 

l fuore showers are observed under lead than under any other 

material tried. 

2 'lhe thickness of material for a maximum number of showers 

is a minimum with lead whether expressed in centimeters or in 

grams per square centimeter. 

3 ·the absorption of the shower producing radiation in lead 

is far more rapid than that of the general cosmic radiation. 



An analysis of these shower curves can be made using the 

£ollowing postulates. 

l ;J.'he shower producing radiation is unionising. 

2 '.1.'he shower producing radiation loses its energy in sudden 

large amounts and is absorbed approximately according to an 

exponential law. 

5 vwhen a shower occurs electrons go out in the forward 

direction and a photon radiation spreads in all directions. 

One of these photons can be absorbed in a counter and register 

a.n impulse. 

4 ine shower particles will be assumed to be absorbed 

according to an expmnential law. J:1\ren if these particles have 

a range the fact that they are widely distributed in energy 

should lead to a type of absorption that will approximate an 

exponential absorption. 

5 1he secondary photon radiation is absorbed more rapidly 

than the shower electrons. 

6 '.l.'he shower producing radiation is itself produced from 

some primary more penetrating radiation. 

'lhree types of shower experiment will be discussed. 

Only simple one dimensional cases will be treated, that is, t11e 

beam of radiation will be taken as vortioal and di££erenasa in 

path length to the various counters will be neglected. '.1.t1e 

data do not warrant any more elaborate treatment. 

The first case is that of three counters beneath A plate 

of heavy material, (F'igure 13). 



Fig. 13 

Let the shower producing radiation have an intensity 

at the upper surf ace. 

I 
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0 

Let this radiation be reproduced from a radiation of in

tensity J, where J will be assumed constant throughout the 

material, and let the rate of reproduction be ~ per cm. of 

material. 

~hen, in a thickness dx , 

dI ,:: l-;c.I ~ otJ}dx 

where )A. is the absorption-coefficient of the shower producing 

radiation. 

On integrating, 

I = 

11'11e number of showers formed in dx is, 

Let the absorption coefficients of the shower electrons 

and secondary photons be u and v respectively. 

If there are sufficient electrons and photons leaving the 

shower center in the direction of the counters, then the prob-

ability of' a. coincidence being recorded f'rom a. shower that 
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starts a distance x from the top ·of a sheet of material of 

t •11·c·kn"'ss d i i b -.u.ld-'IC) -vtil-'IC) -'u.+v)(d.-x.) ··h' ... ""' , s g vsn y e + e. - ~ ~ • 'J.' is ex-

pression may be simplified by substituting e,-w(d-~) , where 

w is an effective absorption coefficient. Clearly w will 

depend on the geometrical arrangement of the counters and if 

the counters are widely separated it will approach v because 

it has been seen that the shower particles are in a fairly 

narrow beam and hence cannot operate more than one counter 

under these conditions. Coincidences then must be caused by 

shower photons operating at least two of the counters. In the 

rest of this analysis w will be used. 

1he number of coincidences arising from showers generated 

in the element dx is given by: 

d N = -wld.·"X) I d e /"'" . x. 

Substituting for I and integrating between the limits zero 

and d , one obtains the total number of coincidences causea by 

the preoence of the material above the counterB1 

N ,µ.T. - oc.J ( -,u.d. -wd) titJ ( -wd) • · .e -e. t-- 1-e w -}"'- w 

'l'o investigate this expression we first find the maximum 

by equating the derivative to zero. '.1.'his gives: 

d(w-p) = lo_g(!i-~) 
1'1 l )A. ,A> 1

0 

'w'we ne::x::t note that f'or large val.ues of' d , ~ - «J/w 

approaches the exponential e+d provided w is. larger than p • 

Hence from an examination of the curve beyond the maximum we 

can f 1ud ,P • 
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For very large d , the number of coincidences becomes 

~J/w , provided that J can be considered constant througnout 

the material. However, this will still be true if the absorpt

ion coef'.ficient of' J is small compared with that of r. Physi

cally this is to be expected so that under large thic!!:nesses 

of material the number of coincidences should be proportional 

to J • 

Before discussing the experimental results in the light 

of the above function for K , it will be worthwhile to con-

sider some further results or the theory. 

The next case is that of three counters above a sheet of 

material, (Figure 14). 

1''ig. 14 

As before a one dimensional problem will be assumed with 

the shower producing radiation coming vertically downwards. 

The only way in which a coincidence can be recorded is by the 

secondary shower photons being absorbed in the three counters. 
0 . 

'l'he possibility of shower particles being deflected 180 in 

suf£icient numbers to cause a coincidence will be neglected. 

Using the same notation, we then have for the contribution of 

the element d.x. : dN = _,,._ I d e ·,J-l . )(. 
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In this case it is probably safe to neglect the contribution 

of J so that : I = I e. -_,41-:x. 
0 

Integrating through a thickness d , the total nwnber of coinci-

dences is given by : 
N = ~. (1 - e-l"•~>t\) 

v +)A 

As would be anticipated, the number of coincidences increas-

es exponentially to a :maximwn. Experimentally this is found 

to be the case. 

An experiment due to Sawyerl
101
will now be considered. Tnis 

time one counter is above the lead and two below, {.r;'ig. 15). 

~f the primary shower producing radiation were ionising, then 

this experiment would not be essentially different from the 

first case except £or the magnitude of the ef£ect • .Rctually 

there is a great difference, and the result can be predicted 

by the theory. 

x 
t 

Fig. 15 

1.L1he reproduction of' showers from the radiation J will 

be neglected, so that the number of showers formed in the 



element dx is given by : )'- I
0 
c-JI-~ c:lx.. '.I.he probability of a 

coincidence is given by : ivx._ e-w(ct-x), and hence 

dN = e-wa e.-<v-w>x..,JJ- I.:, e-,µ.)(.. O..x 

Integrating up to a thickness d as usual, one obtains 

N -= _,41. 1o . l e-tv.,.....)o. - e-wo.) 
W-V -_,u, 

'rhis function has a maximum given by : 

and for large d 
-l111")"') d.. 

it approaches the exponential e. • 

·.1.lhese expressions cover the ma.in types of' shower experi-

ment. In spite of the many si::nplifications of the theory 

the functions obtained fit the experimental curves quite well. 

1'.he following graphs show tl1is. 
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t>efore entering into a discussion of t.n.e numerical results 

to be obtained from the theory, it should be pointed out that 

the agreement between various observers is not good enough to 

give more than very approximate values to the various absorp

tion coefficients. Ihe chief reason for this lack of agree

ment is of course the great complexity of causes that give rise 

to coincidences. rt has already been indicateo that lead be

side or below the counters can cause coincidences, and further

more the numb er of these coincidences increases with the num

ber o.t· showers in the vicinity, so that tt1e arrangement of the 

matter around the counters must affect the results obtained. 

Another difference lies in the arrangement of the counters 

themse.lves. As shown in the above theory the slope or the ex

perimental curve, which depends on the effective absorption 

coefficient w , must be changed for different counter arrange

ments because or the dependence of w on the counte.c· gei .. Hueti·,y. 

1l'his is borne out by experiments to be discussea. later. 

As far as the mathematical theory is concerned, tne ex

pressions obtained are sy.mmetrical in )J.. and w • hence the 

shape of the curves will be the s~ne whether the shower pro

ducing radiation or the shower particles have tl1e larger ab

sorption coefficient. A priori one would expect that the 

shower particles would be more readily absorbed, however, a 

more consistent set of coefficients for the three experiments 

can be obtained if one says that tho ohowor p~octuoing radia

tion has the largest absorption coefficient. ·1·nis has been 

done for the above curves. 



Values obtained for the coefficients are as follows 

~ead. absorption coefficient of the shower producing 

radiation 1.0 per cm. 

Apparent. absorption coP.f'ficii=mt of' the shower 

particles ------------ 0.4 per cm. 

Absorption coefficient of the shower 

photons ..: ____________ 2.0 pA·r cm. 

lron. Absorption coefficient of the shower prouucing 

radiation ------------ 0.8 per cm. 

apparent absorption coefficient of the shower 

particles ------------ O.l per cm. 

Aluminum. Absorption coeff'icient of the shower producing 

radiation ------------ 0.4 per cm. 

~pparent absorption coefficient of the shower 

particles ----------- 0.02 per cm. 

i4.n inspection of these figures reveals two facts. 

{a) 1l'he shower producing radiation is absorbed nearly accord

ing to a mass absorption law. 

(b) '1he shower particles are absorbed nearly according to a 

:C. squared law. 

assuming that the experimental results are good enough, 

then these results will have some validity provided that parti

cles fror.i showers arising in different materials have the 

same average energy or at least the same absorption coefficient 

in a given material. 
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If these figures are extrapolated to values for air one 

obtains for the ab;sorption coefficient.. of' the shower' produ.cJ..ug 

radiation about 15 per meter of water and for the shower part

icles about 0.5 per meter of water. If this extrapolatto:rJ. 

were valid, it would imply that cha.:rg od ps.rtiolce having energ-

1 es about equa.1 to those of the shower particles would be ab

sorbed by the air at the rate given above. rt is interesting 

to compare this deduction with the observeo. fact ths.t the 

field s ensi ti ve part of the :r·adiation is very soft, having an 

apparent absorption coefficient of perhaps 1 per meter of 

water. 

Again, consider the effect o:f taking three counters ar

ranged to record s.t1owers t:>ut with no extra material a.oove t11e 

counters, up to the top of the atmosphere. most of the ~ay 

up tbe curve would approximate an exponential absorption with 

coef'f'icient about o. 5 per meter o'f water. This would gradu

ally turn over into a maximum about o. 25 meters pressure be

low the top of the atmosphere and then rapidly descend to zero. 

As yet t.tlGr•e is no data for this curve but a. f'ew exper•irrrnn.ts 

have been perfo:r•med showing the number of showers that emerge 

from a lead plate at various altitudes. '.i:hese seem to point 

to an absorption coefficient of about O.o5 per meter of water. 

'l'his has been assumed to be the rate of absorption of the 

shower producing radiation itself. 
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In order to undfJrstand further the mechanism of s:nower 

production, some new experiments have recently heen completed, 

and will now be discussed. 

The first question that arises concerns the shower p!1e

nomena under thick plates of material. the analysis of' the 

curves gives good agreement up to about 5 ems. of lead, but 

for greater thicknesses the theory predicts fewer coincidences 

than are actually found if the factor in J is neglected. 

VVi th 15 ems. of lead above three counters I found that the 

counting rate was almost twice that with no lead. '.i..'o verify 

that this was not due to showers entering the counters at a 

large angle with the vertical, lead was put all around the 

counters and the rate remained about the same. hence there is 

no doubt that i:1howe:r·s clo eme:rge f':t'orn 1ead plateFl nf' thi~ thick

ness. 1110 inter•pret this result one must say either : the 

shower radiation can be reproduced from some primary radiation 

that j_s much less absorhable, or : the showsr radtatton con

sists of two parts that vary greatly in their absorbabili ty. 

Consider the latter posibility first. '.!:he cloud chrunber pict

ures show shower producing photons of R wid 8 range of en~n·gi RS 

and yet the maximum of the shower curve is very pronounced. 

1.Lhis would indicate that shower producing phot.ons ot: all energ

ies have the ss:me absorption coeff'icient j_n the' lei::id and 

hence that this second possibility is not very probable. 

Another more cogent reason for accepting the first postu.!.ate 

is the theoretical result that particles of high energy should 
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lose energy in sudden large jwnps. At each JWUP a photon is 

released a.nd this of course can be absorbed with the production 

of a shower. Another evidence for tne production of showers 

from a penetrating radiation is the appearance of shower·s under 

large thicknesses of water. 

to learn something further of the shower production under 

large amounts of matter the following experiment was devised. 

The counters were arranged as in Figure 17a the top lead plate 

being 1.7 ems thick and the other lead variable. 

W&//aw/%3 

0 0 

0 

W~/7§&/a 

0 

0 0 
(a) \ b) 

j;i'ig. 17 

lt was found that with no lead t>etween, the tup .lecH.i J?laLe 

ca.used an increase of 5.b counts per hour. vdth 5 ems. between 

this had dropped to O.b per hour and with 10 qms. Detween the 

change was about 0.3 pei· llou.r:. Ihi:.:; result show::; that part

icles from showers generated in the top lead nave a penet1·at1ng 



power less than 5 ems. of lead. .Lhis could have been antici-

pated from the cloud chamber meusur·e.ments "11hich st.i.ow tnat most 

of the shower particles have energies under 100 million elect

ron volts. l'he small remaining effect under 10 ems. of' lead 

may be due to the few showers in which the particles have a 

greater energy or to single particles which generate a secon-

dary in the topmost lead ana tnen go on through the lead to 

operate the bottom count er. '.1.'here is also the possibility of 

associated showers occurring in tbe top lead and then a.gain 

near the bottom couutei·. 'l'he d<:ttC:t show t..h~t.. even with 0 ems. 

of lead this process is quite rare. It is believed that this 

result offers good evidence for the suggestion rnaoe above that 

the associated :Jhowers a.re caus od try groups of' showe:r• produo-

ing photons a.nd not by single photons suffering successive 

catastrophes. 

'lhe counter·s were now s:rranged eR shown in .f:t'igure 17b. 

••ith 10 crns. of lead between and no lead above the rate was 

about 0.5 per hour faster than with the same lead but arrange-
.. 

ment 17a.. rJ.'he lead above increased the count another o.5 per 

hour. 1d th the three counters side by side below the 10 ems. 

of lead the rate was 10.7 per hour, nearly as fast as with the 

arrangement 17a with no lea.d between and 1 .. 7 oms. above. '.Lhe 

chance coincidences occurred. about 2.0 times per hour. 

'l'hese results are interpretea as t"ol.lows. .ttssuming t11at 

the shower producing radiation can be reproduced from an ion-

ising radiation that is ver·y penetrating, then the arrangement 

of 17b will be sensitive to such 11 s econdary11 shower reaiation, 
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while that of l7a will not unless two secondary showers are p~o

duced. 'J.'he incoming particle will operate the top counter and 

then generate a shower producing photon in the lead. 'J:his photon 

will be absorbed almost immediately and the reslllting shower 

will be detected by the two bottom counters. i'he f'act that 1'7b 

shows a slightly greater rate than 17a is believed to be evi

dence that such a process actually occurs. 'l'he addition of 

the lead above the top counter causes another increase because, 

as shown above, the incoming particle can generate a secondary 

particle in this lead which can operate the top counter. ·1with 

the three counters below the lead the rate is about e times 

what it is with one counter above the lead. At first sight 

this might seem to be too large a change for the above hypoth

esis, however it must be remembered that in this last case 

particles falling anywhere on the surface of the lead block 

c?uld give rise to a shower photon that would cause a coincid

ence, while in the first case only those particles that actu

ally pass through the top counter can be effective. ~the upper 

surface of the lead was about 8 times that of the counter so 

that the magnitude of the change is about right. 

'I'o sum up, these experiments show : 

(a} 1.L'he shower particles have a penetrating power on the 

average of less than 5 ems. of lead. 

(b)'l'he associated showers a.re caused by groups of shower pro

ducine photons rather than single photons that give rise to a 

series of showers. 
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( c) '.l.'he showers under large thickness es of lead are ca.used by 

photons that are produced in the lead by an incoming ionising 

radiation. 

The next question concerns the mechanism of' shower coincid-

encGs when thG counters are so widely sepa.ratGd that the parti-

oles must be on widely divergent paths. A shower curve was 

found when the counters were as shown in .F'igure lb. .L'he result 

is also shown in F'igure lb. It will be noted that the maximum 

counting rate occurs when there is about l.O ems. of lead a

bove the counters instead of the usual 1.6 ems. 
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1.l.'here a.re two .factors responsible for this change in the shape 

of the curve. F'irst, radiation travelling from the shower 

center to the counters will travel through much larger thick

nesses of lead, and second, at least two o.t' the counters must 

be operated by the shower photons rather than the shower part

icles. Both these effects will change the curve in the ob

served direction. If it be assumed that the co1nc1dences are 

indeed caused by the shower photons then the thickness of lead 

for the maximum number of coincidences can be calculated using 

the data of the uthez· sbowei.· cuz·v es. 'l'hi.s turns out to be at 

0.8 ems. 1l'he agreement with the observed value must be re

garded as fortuitous because the approximations made in the 

theory cannot hold in this case. 

A little data has been obtained on what might be called 

the transition effect for showers. 'l'he counters were arranged 

as in Figure 18 and curves taken under three sets of conditions 

as follows. First, the curve of Figure le with the counters 

under a thin wooden covering out on the roof, second with the 

counters in a room on the top floor of Bridge laboratory with 

perhaps 20 ems. of concrete above, and lastly in the same 

room but with an additional iron plate 1.9 ems. thick immedi

ately above the lead. All these curves are collected in l<'ig

ure 19. The effect of a lead plate 0.7 ems. thick immediately 

below the lead is also shown, and for compar·iaon the curve 

obtained with the counters closer together. '.L'his last curve 

was taken in the room on the top floor, and it should be noted 
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An inspection of these curves shows the following : 

(a) ~he showers are about twice as numerous with the counters 

close together instead of widely separated. 

(b) At least with the counters widely separated the maximum of 

the shower curve occurs at smaller thicknesses of lead when 

additional matter is above the top lead. 

\c) ~he maximum number of showers observed does not change 
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greatly when additional matter is above the lead. 

(d) Lead beneath the counters increases the count but does not 

greatly change the shape of the curves. 

Consider these points in the above order: 

(a) Coincidences are more numerous when the counters are close 

together because in this case shower particles can pass through 

them and r·egister a coincidence. wvhen the counters are widely 

separated at least tv-vo of them must be operated by a shower 

photon. Even if these photons are quite nwnerous the probabil

ity of a coincidence is still low bticau~e of the small prub~

bili ty that a photon will be absorbed in the counter. 

\b) nhen additional matter is placed immediately above the 

lead the atoms of this matter absor·b the radiation just as the 

lead atoms, (after correcting for the different atomic number) 

and so the additional matter has the same effect as additional 

lead. When the coinoidenoe rate io plotted againet tho thioK

ness of the lead plate then the curve merely a.tarts at a dif'fer

ent pd. nt when additional matter is above the lead. Comparing 

the two curves we see that the 1.9 ems. of iron is equivalent 

to about 0.3 cm. of lead. Assuming a i. squared law of absorp

tion this iron would be equivalent to a.bout O.b4 cm. of lead. 

As this is more than twice the observed equivalent thickness 

other factors must be complicating the picture. 1.1.'hese factors 

are the possibility that the shower particles from the iron 

have a different energy and absorption in the lead than the 

particles from showers in the lead, and the reproduction of 

the radiation from some primary. 
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\ c) '.J.'he 1'act that the maximum number of showers remains nearly 

constant implies that when small thicknesses of matter are a

bove the counters the reproduction of the radiation form some 

primary radiation is not of great importance. Ea.ch incoming 

shower producing photon has a certain chance of causing a co

incidence and this chance depends only upon the total amount 

of matter above the counters. if most of the shower producing 

radiation that struck the lead had originated in the iron above 

the lead, then the shower curve with the iron present would 

have the same shape as before except that the ordinates would 

be multiplied by some constant. 

{ d) Lead beneath the counters increases the count first by ab

sorbing shower producing rays that get through the upper lead 

plate and hence causing coincidences by the shower photons re

leased in these showers, and second by absorbing shower parti

cles from showers in the upper plate and thus producing a 

gamma radiation that can operate the counters. lt should be 

noted that this gamma radiation is probably the same as the so

called shower photon radiation above. 1.\i1any o.f the shower pa.rt;

icles will be absorbed in the immediate vicinity of the shower 

center and hence it is reasonable to suppose that all of the 

shower photons arise from absorption or annihilation of the 

shower particles. 

Another consequence of these experiments which has not 

yet been mentioned is that they show very clearly that the 

shower phenomena as measurad with three Geiger counter~ beneath 
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a plate of material will depend on the geometrical arrangement 

of the counters and also on the proximity of material in the 

walls and roof of the room in which the experiments are per

formed. Even the electrical shielding of the counters and the 

material of the counters themselves may be expected to contrib

ute to the results. 

Although no reason for an essentially different result 

with the counters close together is irnmediately obvious, the 

fact that most observers agree on the figure l. 6 ems. for the 

maximum ot· the shower curve under lead. implies that the curve 

does not depend on the material above the lead. vdthout 

further information however this must not be asserted. 
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IX. THE AL'l'I'l'UDE VAhlATION OF 'l'HE S1i0v11K'i.S 

l~eprinll'd [rum Tilt·: l'll\'~IC\L REVIEW, Vo:. -!7, !\u. 5, 423, '.\larch !, 1935 
l'rintcd in lJ. S. A. 

A Note on the Production of Cosmic-Ray Showers 

'rhe cosn1ic~ray shov.:er~, which ~1rr:- .'-hov1.~n ~n hp;u11 if11fly 

in the counter controlled cloud charnber,1 have been in· 
\'estigatcd by numerous observers. The method in general 
has consisted in putting three Geiger counters below a thin 
pla ! e of hca vy ma lcrial. Tlie cuu11 le1" "' e u~u<tll ,. a11 a "~ed 

so that three particles emerging simultaneously from the 
pla le are required lo register a coincidence. I Jenee a shower 
ll'ill consist of at least three particles associated in time. 

This note concerns an experiment dealing with the 
variation in the number of showers with depth below the 
top oft he atmosphere. The experiment was performed in a 
tunnel of the :VIorris Dam of the Cit\' of Pasadena. Read
ings were taken at points where the solid angle down to 45" 
from the vertic.1 l was filled on all sides with a known depth 
of water. The coincidences were recorded with a vacuum 
tube circuit similar to those of Johuson and Rossi. The 
cou:1ters were 14 cm lr;ng aud 2.5 cm in diameter. They 
were placed as shown in Fig. 1, beneath a lead plate 2 .2 
cm thick and 20 X 20 cm in area. 

0 
0 

FIG. 1. 

:\leasurements were made of the number of coincidences 
J>er hour at three locations as shown in the following tal>le. 
This table gives the increase in the number of coiucidences 
per hour due to the lead plate above the counters. 

(i) Apparatu~ on the top floor oi Bridge Laboratory 8/hr. 
tll) \ ~rnlt'r approx. ·I JJtet(''fS walf•r equivalent lH:lnw S('a lt!vf'I 0.5/hr. 
(iii) l'nckr approx. 10 m0trrs water('(Jllivaknt J.wlow sea level 0.1/hr. 

The intensity of the vertical radiation at the three places 
\\'as measured by putting the counters in a vertical line 
with about 6 cm between counters (i.e., 12 cm overall). 
Comparing this with the number of showers emerging from 
the 2.2 cm lead plate, one obtains, 

ti) Al ::;pa level 
(ii) 4 meters lwlow 
(iii) 10 meters hdow 

\'crt:i__·al 
1.0 
O .. l8 
0.20 

Sl101.vers 
1.0 
fl.06 
0.01 

A few measurements have been made \\'ith \'arying: 
thicknesses of lead, and these show that the thickness of 
lead for a maximum number of showers decreases greatly 
as one goes below sea level. 

As a result of these experiments the following conclusions 
must be reached. 

(i) The sea level radiation responsible for the type of co
incidence here involved is softer than the average 
cosrn:c radiation. 

~ii) The energy of the shower particles, as measured by 
the thickness of lead at which the coincidences a re of 
maximum frequency, decreases when the shower 
producing radiation is filtered through water. 

wish to Lhank the Water Department of the City of 
l';1sadcna for permission to use the l\lorris Dam. 

I albV wbh tu lha11k C. D. A11tle1ou11 am! R. A. :.Vlillikau 

for many helpful suggestions. 

California Institute of Technology, 
February 6, 1935. 

\\'. JI. PICKERING 

1 Arnl('rson, '.\lillikan, ~eddcrmeyer <~nd Pickcr:ng, Phys. Rev. 45, 
352 ( 193~). 

~o . 
Recently Rossi has verified this result and other workers 

have concluded that at high altitudes the showers increase 
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much more rapidly than the vertical radiation. fo.ost of the 

data show that the shower producing radiation has an apparent 

absorption coefficient in air of about o. 5 per meter of water. 

Some data on the barometer ef£eot on the showers aiso give 

about this value. 'l1his figure, however, do es not have much 

significance unless the quality of the radiation remains the 

ssme at the various altitudes. On this point there is not yet 

agreement among the various observers. •s far as the ~orris 

Dam data are concerned, the evidence is that under the water 

the maximum of the curve is shifted towards a smaller thick

ness of lead. In view of the more recent shower transition 

curves just discussed this result is certainly to be expected 

with the counters in the arrangement used for those experi

ments. At the Morris Dam the arrangement of the counters did 

not differ very greatly from this and so it is reasonable to 

asswne that similar effects would be found. This means that 

the absorption coefficient for the shower producing radiation 

mu:::it be viewed with caution. llowever, it can be considered. 

as well established that the shower producing radiation is 

much softer than the average radiation. 
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X. 'l'HE GEOG!tAPH.LG&L \!AhlA'.L'lON Ob' '.l'hE SnOfitl:!i\~ 

It has been known for a nwnber of years that the inten

sity 01· the cosmic radiation is less in the equatorial. band 

than at other points on the earth 1 s surface. 1l'his eff'ect has 

been explained as due to the earth 1 s magnetic field deflecting 

incoming charged particles away from the equator. with this 

in mind it is of interest to know whether the shower producing 

radiation is affected by the magnetic field of' the earth. 

Cloud chamber photographs show that in most cases the immediate 

cause of the shower is a photon, but there is a certain amount 

of evidence that this photon is itself a secondary. If the 

primary is a charged particle with an energy sm.!:!.ll. enough to 

be deflected by the earth's magnetic field, then there will be 

a latitude effect in the number of showers emerging from a 

given lead plate. I.f the p1·iruar·y 1s w.1.cl1arged, or :Lf' th~ 

photon itself is the primary, then there will be no change in 

the nwnber of showers with latitude. 

To investigate this point a coincidence recording appara

tus was built in a form that could be used on ship board. 

¥with this apparatus observations were taken on a voyage from 

San Francisco to Wellington, New ~ealand, and on the return 

voyage as far as Hawaii. 

The coincidence selecting circuit was ,_essentially similar 

to that used in Pasadena except that some sl.ight modifications 

were necessary so that the set could be used with both direct 
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and alternating current. This had to be done because the 

generators used on ships· usually supply only direct current. 

:l'he counters used were about 2. 5 ems. in diameter and 

14 ems. long. They were filled with argon mixed with 20~ of 

air, to a pressure of 5 ems. of mercury. :the argon rllixture 

was used because this operates on a lower voltage than air 

and batteries had to be used to supply the voltage. 

Data were taken with the counters in two arrangements. 

The first was merely with them in a vertical line with about 

13 ems. between the top and bottom counters. 'i'he .frame that 

held the counters was swung on gimbals to eliminate the effect 

of the roll of the ship. To measure the showers the arrange

ment of Figure 20 was used. The lead above the counters was 

1.6 ems. thick, that at the sides and below was about 0.6 ems. 

thick. This extra lead was used to increase the counting rate 

as much as possible. The daily runs were usually divided with 

the counters vertical for about 4 hours and in the shower 

position for a.bout 20 hours. From the ship's log data on the 

position and barometer wore obtained. 

The results obtained were not asconsistent as was hoped, 

the probable causes of error being as follows. First, the 

ship was on a north south couI'se so that the change in latitude 

was too rapid to allow many counts to be obtained at any given 

latitude. Second, the voltage delivered by the ship 1 s genera

tors varied greatly. Third, the Amount of' vibration present 

varied with the weather and was sometimes rather bad. Fourth, 



the shower data were not taken with the counters in gimbals. 

This last should be a small source of error. M.lothe:r diffi-

culty that was found but eliminated vvas the fact that inter-

68 

ference 1·rom the ship 1 s radio registered. by suitable shield-

i:ng and insertj.on of capacities in the line this was stopp;ed. 

1.6 tms. 

T 

_L 
0.6 ems.. 

t 

.l?ig. 20 
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In Figure 21 the data for the vertical coincidences are 

plotted against geomagnetic latitude. It is clear that there 

is a latitude effect. 'J:he amount of the effect cannot be 

determined accurately but it is estimated as being about l5p. 

To determine whether there is a latitude effect :for the 

showers the ratio of the vertical counting rate to the shower 

counting rate is used rather t.tian the direct measures o!' the 

shower counting rates. The reason for this is that sucn a 

procedure will correct for changes in the sensitivity of the 

cou.nters. If the showers show the same latitude effect as the 

vertical rays then this ratio will remain constant. lt the 

ratio does not remain constant then the sign and magnitude of 

the oh~nge permit ue to oaloulate the relative latitude eff eoto 

for the two types of coincidence. In Figure 22 this ratio is 

plotted against geomagnetic latitude. It is clear that it is 

definitely smaller in the equatorial zone. This means that 

near the equator the vertical rays suffer a greater diminution 

than the showers. Numerically we see that near the equator 

the showers are relatively about ~10 more numerous than in other 

regions. In other words the shower producing radiation is 

found to experience about 97" less latitude e!'1'ect than the 

vertical rays, or about t the effect that the vertical rays 

show .. 

'l'l:lis result may be int e1·preted ln t-wo W!:l.Y f:J: 

(a) The showers, or at least most of the showers observed on 

the surface of the earth, are caused by incoming charged parti-
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cles having sufficient energy to reach tne eartn at the equator. 

{ b) About half the showers are due to inco1ri.ing photons, the 

rest arising from the same incoming charged particles that give 

rise to the latitude effect. 

From theoretical considerations it is unlikely that the 

highest energy particles are more efficient in producing 

showers , so thnt the first possibility must a~nost certainly 

be discarded. Experimentally the fact that the showers increase 

so rapidly with altitude also shows that the highest energy 

particles cannot be responsible for them. lt is believed that 

this experiment must be explained by the second hypothesis, aad 

hence that it offers direct evidence of the presence of an 

incoming unionising radiation. 

The above experimental result has been recently confirmed 

by Johnsod1~ho measured the slwwe.r:s l.LJ. t,lle Atlantic. lie 

reported a latitude effect for the vertical rays of 20~ and 

for the showers of 7~ He also reported that the decrease in 

the showers set in a.t o. lower latitudG than that in the vertical 

rays. 'l:his would imply that the showers were ca.used by the 

highest energy particles, but it is believed that further exp~r

imental evidence must be found before this could be confidently 

asserted, and in the meantime the other evidence :must overweigh 

this one result. 

'l:hese experiments are not extensive enough to enable us to 

get a complete picture of the nature oi' the primary shower 

producing radiation. add1t1orrnl l.lata are needed at high al.ti-

tudes, and also the curve of the number of showers as a function 

of latitude must be found more accurately. 
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XI. CONCLUSIONS 

1I1he Geiger counter experiments discusseci above lead to 

the following conclusions regarding the cosmic ray phenomena.. 

( 1) 'I'he coinclue.u1..H~s wl Lh l.he cowiter.s in. a straight l.ine are 

mostly caused. by a single particle travelling in a straight 

line through the intervening matter. '.i.'he evidence is not 

directly conclu.slv\::l !:is t,u wh~l.h.er this penetrating radiation 

is corpuscular or photonic in nature. however, since the 

showers seem to arise from a photonic radiation it woulu be 

expected that such radiation would always give rise to sec

ondaries distributed over a fairly wide angle. rn the case 

of coincidences with considerable thicknesses of lead such 

wide ar.igle secondariet> are compar·atively rare. lienco it 

would be rnore consistent with all the data. to say that the 

coincidences under these conditions a.re caused in the main 

by a penetrating corpuscular radiation. 

\ii) Perhaps 10/o of the coincidences with large thicKnes ses 

of lead between the counters are caused by seconuary particles 

making appreciable a:ngles with the prima.r·y. i.l.'hesa secondaries 

are of quite low energy. 

liii) '.l.'he showers arise from the absorption of a photonic 

radiation that is quite readily absorbable in heavy elements. 

'.Lhis radiation can arise from a penetrating ionising radiation, 

but at sea level at least half of the shower producing radia

Lion ha~ come in as photons from outside the ourth ts atmosphere. 
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(iv) Showers consist of sprays of gamma rays as well as part

icles and the type of result obtained in shower experiments 

depends on whether the counters are arranged to be sensitive 

to the gamma radiation or the particles also. 

( v) An approximate analysis of' the shower curves can be made 

and the data fitted satisfactorily. 'l'his leads to the result 

that the absorption of the shower producing radiation follows 

a mass absorption law while the shower particles are absorbed 

nearly according to a Z squared law. EXtrapolating the result 

to air the shower particles should have an absorption coeffici

ent of about O. 5 per meter of water. 

(vi) The shower producing radiation is definitely softer than 

the general rad.1e.t1on e.nd at the s rune time the 1ELt1 tude e:r.f ect 

for the showers ia smaller. These two facts taken together rule 

out the possibj.lity that the showers are a secondary phenomena 

f'rom the highest energy particles and eihow def'initely that son1.e 

at least of the showers are caused by incoming photons. 
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